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Abstract
Purpose: Based on the examples of English and German, we investigate to what extent parsers trained on modern variants
of these languages can be transferred to older language levels without loss. Methods: We developed a treebank called DoTT
(available at https://github.com/texttechnologylab/DoTT) which covers, roughly, the time period from 1800 until today, in
conjunction with the further development of the annotation tool DEPENDENCYANNOTATOR. DoTT consists of a collection
of diachronic corpora enriched with dependency annotations using 3 parsers, 6 pre-trained language models, 5 newly trained
models for German, and two tag sets (TIGER and Universal Dependencies). To assess how the different parsers perform on texts
from different time periods, we created a gold standard sample as a benchmark. Results: We found that the parsers/models
perform quite well on modern texts (document-level LAS ranging from 82.89 to 88.54) and slightly worse on older texts, as
expected (average document-level LAS 84.60 vs. 86.14), but not significantly. For German texts, the (German) TIGER scheme
achieved slightly higher LAS/UAS scores than UD. Conclusion: Overall, this result speaks for the transferability of parsers
for German and English to past language levels, at least dating back until around 1800. This very transferability, it is however
argued, means that studies of language change in the field of dependency syntax can draw on dependency distance but miss out
on some grammatical phenomena.

1. Introduction

Given that natural language processing tools such as
dependency parsers are trained on sentences from re-
sources of more recent language use, the question
arises of how they perform on older texts. This be-
comes even more pressing if former language levels
(i.e., language levels that are known to be subject to
linguistic change) are concerned. It is well-known, for
instance from Old French, that the automatic annota-
tion of dependency relations in historic text is a chal-
lenge (Guibon et al., 2014; Stein, 2014, 2016). Ac-
cordingly, a considerable decrease in performance is
expected (Lazaridou et al., 2021). Knowing about the
reliability of modern parsers for historical data is rel-
evant, among others, when assessing dependency dis-
tance (i.e., the number of words intervening between
two syntactically related words, Liang et al. 2017) over
time (Juzek et al., 2020; Lei and Wen, 2020; Temperley,
2007), or for assessing word order variation over time
(Gulordava and Merlo, 2015). Here we complement
previous work on diachronic UD corpora of scientific
German and English, which focuses on normalization
of historical data (Krielke et al., 2022), or on improv-
ing automatic annotation of diachronic data (Schneider

et al., 2014). To this end, we (i) provide a heteroge-
neous diachronic corpus of dependency parsed texts,
and (ii) analyze the reliability of modern dependency
parsers on this corpus – that is, we provide an evalua-
tion of dependencies over times and tools (DoTT) with-
out additional pre-processing. Our procedure if summa-
rized in figure 1.

Corpus selection
(Sec. 2)

Partly OCR correction
(Sec. 4.1)

two manual dependency
corrections (Sec. 4.1)

Gold standard (Sec. 4.2)
DoTT corpus

Compare to annotation
from scratch (Sec. 4.3)

Parsers/Training of
models (Sec. 3)

Evaluation (Sec. 5)
DoTT evaluation

Figure 1: Workflow diagram and overview of paper

https://github.com/texttechnologylab/DoTT
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Hypothesis: Given the pre-processing steps for im-
proving automatic annotation in previous work, we hy-
pothesize to detect a decrease of parser performance for
older texts.

2. Corpora
DoTT focuses on German and English. To this end,
four kinds of diachronic resources have been selected,
two of the German language, and two of the English
language. Corpus selection is driven by two considera-
tions: domain diversity and diachronic span. The text
samples cover political speech (German and English),
literary texts (German) and everyday texts (e.g., news-
paper; English). Given that any aspects of language
may subject to change (Crystal, 1997, p. 330), there is
no fixed “temporal unit” of change. Our reasoning with
regard to the diachronic span of corpora therefore is as
follows: an important part of language change is L1 ac-
quisition (Lightfoot and Westergaard, 2007). Language
acquisition happens, roughly, between two generations.
The “length” of a generation can be approximated with
30 years (Tremblay and Vézina, 2000). Let us assume
that it takes a further generation for changes to enter
written texts, a duration of three generations, i.e., 90
years, seems to be a useful diachronic range to start
with. We give a brief summary of our text resources
in Table 1. For evaluation (Section 4), we addition-
ally use older texts from German biodiversity literature
from the BIOfid project (www.biofid.de).

3. Dependency Annotation Tools
We focus on two dependency tag sets, namely Univer-
sal Dependencies (UD; de Marneffe et al., 2021) and
Tiger2 Dep. The latter is a dependency scheme derived
from the TIGER treebank (Brants et al., 2002) by con-
verting constituency structures to dependency relations
(Seeker and Kuhn, 2014). To use these schemes, four
of the best-performing (at time of writing; determined
according to F-score for German or English) parser ar-
chitectures with different language models have been
used.

3.1. Pre-trained Models
The sentences selected from the Hansard corpus for
manual correction have first been processed with spaCy
v3 (efficient model; https://spacy.io), if not in-
dicated otherwise, for basic tokenization and segmen-
tation. We applied various kinds of dependency mod-
els on the pre-processed sentences, namely: spaCy
v3 Dependency (efficient model), Supar (with the pre-
trained models Biaffine (Dozat and Manning, 2017),
CRF/matrix-tree (Koo et al., 2007; Ma and Hovy,
2017), TreeCRF-2o (Zhang et al., 2020a), Stanford UD
(Chen and Manning, 2014), STEPS (Grünewald et al.,
2021) (with the pre-trained models basic_mbert, ba-
sic_xlmr) and German models exclusively trained for
DoTT (see Section 3.2).

3.2. Training Models for Supar
For the evaluation carried out in this paper, several de-
pendency models for Supar have been trained using
the “Supar Python Package”1. Table 2 collects the
corresponding evaluation scores, which are measured
in terms of the following metrics (ignoring punctua-
tion). UAS: unlabeled attachment score (proportion
of tokens whose head has been correctly assigned),
LAS: labeled attachment score (proportion of tokens
whose head has and dependency label has been cor-
rectly assigned), UCM: unlabeled complete match (pro-
portion of sentences with correctly assigned heads),
LCM: labeled complete match (proportion of sentences
with correctly assigned heads and dependency labels),
and processing speed (sentences per second). All val-
ues are averages obtained from all sentences contained
in the sub-documents of each resource. For train-
ing, the German treebank from Universal Dependen-
cies “UD German-HDT”2 was used (Borges Völker
et al., 2019; Hennig and Köhn, 2017; Foth et al., 2014;
Foth, 2006). The evaluation dataset contains approx-
imately 17,000 sentences, the training dataset about
170,000 sentences. Two versions of the biaffine parser
were trained with the addition of a transformer model
taken from the Hugging Face library: (i) a German
BERT-large model (Chan et al., 2020);3 (ii)a multilin-
gual RoBERTa model, which has been fine-tuned for
German.4

All bash-scripts for training these models can
be obtained from https://github.com/
texttechnologylab/DoTT/tree/main/
training_scripts.

4. Corpus for Evaluation
In order to assess how the parsers perform on the het-
erogeneous text collection of DoTT, a subset and addi-
tional texts from biodiversity literature has been manu-
ally inspected by two linguistically trained human an-
notators (Section 4.1).

4.1. Manual Correction
The evaluation sample consists of 831 dependency-
annotated sentences, where 164 sentences occur twice
but with different dependency labels from different tag
sets. Manual correction concerns OCR correction for
the parliamentary texts, and correction of automatic de-
pendency annotations by two human annotators. The
sentences are distinguished according to language, cor-
pus and dependency tag set into four partitions:

1https://github.com/yzhangcs/parser;
(Zhang et al., 2020a,b)

2https://github.com/
UniversalDependencies/UD_German-HDT

3https://huggingface.co/deepset/
gbert-large

4https://huggingface.co/
xlm-roberta-large-finetuned-conll03-german

www.biofid.de
https://spacy.io
https://github.com/texttechnologylab/DoTT/tree/main/training_scripts
https://github.com/texttechnologylab/DoTT/tree/main/training_scripts
https://github.com/texttechnologylab/DoTT/tree/main/training_scripts
https://github.com/yzhangcs/parser
https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD_German-HDT
https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD_German-HDT
https://huggingface.co/deepset/gbert-large
https://huggingface.co/deepset/gbert-large
https://huggingface.co/xlm-roberta-large-finetuned-conll03-german
https://huggingface.co/xlm-roberta-large-finetuned-conll03-german
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GerParCor (Abrami et al., 2022), (Abrami et al., 2021)
includes Bundestag and DEUParl (Walter et al., 2021)

link https://github.com/texttechnologylab/GerParCor
description Plenary protocols of all German-speaking parliaments (Austrian National Council, Swiss National Council,

Liechtenstein National Parliament, German Bundestag, German Bundesrat, and the 16 German national par-
liaments).

time / lang. 1867–2021 / DE

coha (Davies, 2010)
link https://www.english-corpora.org/coha/
description Corpus of Historical American English, 400 million words / 107,000 texts
time / lang. 1810–2009 (acc. to website) / EN

hansard (Davies, 2015)
link https://www.english-corpora.org/hansard/
description nearly every speech given in the British Parliament (about 1.6 billion words total acc. to website)
time / lang. 1803–2005 / EN

dta (Deutsches Textarchiv, 2007–2016)
link https://www.deutschestextarchiv.de,

http://media.dwds.de/dta/download/dta_kernkorpus_2020-07-20.zip
description Kernel corpus of the German Text Archive (Deutsches Textarchiv), version from July 20, 2020, 1,472 texts,

359M; Belle lettres (552 texts, 92M), functional literature (266 texts, 71M), science (654 texts, 198M)
time / lang. 1600–1899 (1600–1699: 237 texts, 60M; 1700–1799: 526 texts, 122M; 1800–1899: 689 texts, 167M) / DE

BIOfid
link https://www.biofid.de/de/#digital-collection (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)
description German botanical and biodiversity texts from the collections of the library of Goethe University Frankfurt,

accessed via the specialized information service BIOfid (Driller et al., 2020).
time / lang. since 1753 / DE

Table 1: Overview of corpora.

model-id UCM LCM UAS LAS Sent/s

biaffine 69.20% 61.13% 96.78% 95.46% 2823.58
+gbert 75.26% 68.43% 97.56% 96.59% 360.99
+roberta 74.90% 67.90% 97.50% 96.49% 328.59
crf 69.02% 61.08% 96.69% 95.36% 2411.48
crf2o 70.22% 62.14% 96.85% 95.54% 1914.47

Table 2: Evaluation scores (assessed ignoring punctu-
ation on the “Supar Python Package”) for the newly
trained Supar models, sentence-based averages.

• parliamentary: German, 9 files à 20 sentences
(= 180 samples) from 4 time periods of DEU-
parl (1895, 1918, 1933, 1942). These samples
have been cleaned up before processing in such
a way that token and sentence boundaries have
been corrected if necessary and fragments have
been deleted. The reason for cleaning-up is that
we are interested in how well dependency parsers
perform, not in how well OCR and related pre-
processing tools work. This partition is, however,
the only one for which such a basic correction
has been effected. 164 tidied-up sentences remain.
One of these sentences still contains an error: it
lacks a trailing period. Furthermore, some of these
sentences involve semicolons. These two proper-
ties (missing period and semicolons) are treated
in different ways by different pre-processing tools:
the sentence lacking a trailing period is merged

in different ways with its surrounding sentences
and sentences may or may not be split at the semi-
colon, leading to different numbers of actual sam-
ple sentences.

– spacy, tiger2dep, 170 sentences (168 of
which have been used for gold standard). For
pre-processing, spaCy has been used for tok-
enization and sentence boundary recognition
(and dependency parsing), lemmatization has
been carried out with MarMot (Mueller et al.,
2013).

– steps xmlr, UD, 163 sentences (161 of which
have been used for gold standard). Tokens
and sentence boundaries have been brought
about by the LanguageToolSegmenter from
DKPro (Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych,
2014).

• German biological texts (spaCy v2, tiger2dep), 10
files from 5 time periods (pre 1890, 1890–1920,
1920–1930, 1930–1950, since 1950; each period
twice) à 50 random sentences per period (= 500
input samples in total, 270 of which have been
used for gold standard, the remainder had to be
excluded due to some sort of error, see below).

• hansard (steps xmlr, UD, pre-processing with
spaCy v3), English, 11 files à 10 sentences, from
11 time periods (1803, 1820, 1840, 1860, 1880,

https://github.com/texttechnologylab/GerParCor
https://www.english-corpora.org/coha/
https://www.english-corpora.org/hansard/
https://www.deutschestextarchiv.de
http://media.dwds.de/dta/download/dta_kernkorpus_2020-07-20.zip
https://www.biofid.de/de/#digital-collection
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1900, 1920, 1940, 1960, 1980, 2000; = 110 sam-
ples, 107 of which have been used for gold stan-
dard),

Why is the number of manually corrected sentences
used for gold standard smaller than the number of sam-
ples? It is well-known that binary relations are in-
sufficient for expressing all of syntactic configurations
(de Marneffe et al., 2021, 199 et seq.). The text collec-
tion underlying DoTT is no exception. Accordingly,
sentences exhibiting phenomenon that go beyond bi-
nary dependency edges had to be excluded from anno-
tation. An example in case is verb ellipsis in the TIGER
scheme, illustrated in (1), sentence no. 28 from the
1930–1950 partition of the BIOfid sample:

(1) 1942 kam der erste Storch am 15. März, der
zweite einige Tage später.
(In 1942 the first stork arrived on March 15, the
second a few days later.)

Here, it is not simply possible to connect the second
sentential conjunct, since it lacks the verb.
Resolving elided predicates in Tiger2Dep requires post-
processing in terms of so-called secondary edges (Al-
bert et al., 2003, p. 117 et seqq.), which are neither
supported in treebanks using the Tiger2Dep scheme
we know of, nor in most annotation tools, including
DEPENDENCYANNOTATOR (Abrami et al., 2021). For
that reason, sentences containing verb ellipsis are ex-
cluded from Tiger2Dep corrections.5

There are more trivial reasons for excluding exam-
ples, however. Within the BIOfid sample, which is
taken from a corpus digitized by means of OCR, we
find, for instance, the following two “sentences”: (i)
“*), Die Fichte (Picea excelsa Lmk.”, and (ii) “detritus
O.F.M”. Such fragments probably arise due to several
pre-processing problems, and since there is no point in
imposing dependency relations in such cases, they have
been excluded.
An overview of the resulting dataset used for goldstan-
dard annotation (see Section 4.2) is given in Table 3.
Manual correction has been carried out by using the
DEPENDENCYANNOTATOR from the TEXTANNOTA-
TOR suite (Abrami et al., 2019, 2020). DEPENDEN-
CYANNOTATOR displays two dependency trees on the
workspace: on the bottom half, the automatically anno-
tated dependency structure of a sentence is shown. The
upper half hosts a modifiable copy of the parser output,

5Verb ellipsis can be resolved in enhanced UD, how-
ever (https://universaldependencies.org/u/
overview/enhanced-syntax.html#ellipsis;
we thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing this out).
In standard UD, verb ellipsis can be labeled, though not
resolved: missing material is indicated by an ORPHAN edge
to the “next” non-elided expression. Accordingly, sentences
containing elided verbs remain included in UD files. Since
this phenomenon is very rare in DoTT (only a few instances),
we do not expect any bias therefrom.

lang corpus time dep tag #sent #bckt

DE parl 1895–1942 TIGER 168 96
DE parl 1895–1942 UD 161 93
DE bio 1753–today TIGER 270 —
EN hans 1803–2005 UD 107 —

sums: 706 189

Table 3: Summary of goldstandard DoTT. ‘DE’ indi-
cates the German, ‘EN’ the English language. “parl”
refers to GerParCor, “bio” to BIOFid, and “hans” to
the Hansard corpus – see Table 1. “TIGER” is the
Tiger2Dep tag set, Universal Dependencies are abbre-
viated as “UD”. The number of sentences (‘#sent’) and
“bucket” files (i.e., sentences that lack time allocation)
are given (‘#bckt’).

the dependency tree where the human annotator makes
revisions, if needed. A sample screenshots is shown in
Figure 2.
Table 7 in the appendix provides a detailed overview
of the agreement values of the two annotators a1 and
a2 on the corrected files. The results show that the in-
dividual agreement of the human annotators with the
machine is slightly better than the agreement among
the human annotators. That is, annotators corrected
slightly different things. Therefore, negotiation of an-
notators with regard to a gold standard is needed.

4.2. Gold Standard
All sentences which have been independently corrected
by two human annotators in the evaluation corpus
(Section 4) have been jointly inspected by the two
annotators to create the goldstandard. Agreeing on
a gold standard – including negotiating which sam-
ples have to be excluded – has been carried out by
means of a newly implemented function in DEPENDEN-
CYANNOTATOR, namely automatic annotation graph
comparison. Having created a new view (viz., the
gold standard view) from an existing one, both an-
notators’ dependency trees are compared, and any
differences are highlighted – see the purple edge in
Figure 3. That is, annotators only need to con-
sider divergent edges. Potential corrections are made
in the top-most dependency graph, which hosts the
gold standard. The resulting gold-standard is used
as the benchmark for evaluating dependency annota-
tion tools described in Section 5 and is available at
https://github.com/texttechnologylab/DoTT.

4.3. Annotation from Scratch
In correcting automatically generated annotations, hu-
man annotators may be biased by trusting parser an-
notations (Fort and Sagot, 2010). Notwithstanding,
correcting automatically produced dependency annota-
tions increases consistency compared to fully manual
annotations (Mikulová et al., 2022). In order to assess
the magnitude of this bias within DoTT, we created

https://universaldependencies.org/u/overview/enhanced-syntax.html#ellipsis
https://universaldependencies.org/u/overview/enhanced-syntax.html#ellipsis
https://github.com/texttechnologylab/DoTT
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Figure 2: Evaluating Steps with the xmlr model and the Universal Dependency tag set. In the example sentence,
the annotator corrected the ADVCL edge connecting engage and fulfill to XCOMP, a rather common mistake of
parsers (see Section 4.4).

a sample of sentences which are manually annotated
from scratch. To this end, a selection of 46 sentences
from the parliamentary texts has been randomly chosen
according to six partitions distinguished by sentence
length, since longer sentences are in general more dif-
ficult to annotate: “short” (less than 11 words), “semi-
short” (between 11 and 16 words), “middle” (between
16 and 20 words), “semi-middle” (between 20 and 25
words), “long” (between 25 and 38 words), and “very
long” (more than 38 words). There are two “very long”
sentences and four sentences from each of the remain-
ing partitions. Annotations have been carried out by
one of the annotators of the evaluation and goldstan-
dard corpus, respectively, in terms of the Tiger2Dep
scheme a couple of month after the goldstandard an-
notation. Hence, the annotator has seen the sample
sentences before, but given the elapsed time and the
amount of previously annotated DoTT sentences, sub-
liminal influence is likely to be small – as is indicated
by the results collected in Table 4. The results are ob-
tained by comparing the annotations from scratch to the
gold-standard annotation for the sentences in question.
LAS numbers of about 0.74 are slightly worse than
those of dependency tools, confirming the bias to be-
lieve the machine when correcting sentences automat-
ically pre-annotated with dependency relations. Note,
however, that there is some leeway in annotation due
to several legal or prescribed interpretations; Examples
being multi-token proper names, or the ambiguity of

attachment points of prepositional phrases or relative
clauses. This does not explain the full bias, but sets it
into perspective.

Score

LAS micro 0.78
LAS macro 0.77
UAS micro 0.84
UAS macro 0.85

Table 4: Comparing gold-standard annotations and an-
notation from scratch of one human annotator in terms
of labeled and unlabeled attachment scores (LAS and
UAS, respectively), per sentence (macro) and per doc-
ument (micro).

4.4. Observations and Conventions
Besides trivial differences between dependency
schemes such as chained vs. stacked annotation of
conjunctions or the place of modifier attachment, there
are a couple of observations.

• Consider a typical German construction such as
Der Staat und die Politik setzen die Rahmenbedin-
gungen dafür, dass die Gewerkschaften und die
Arbeitgeberverbände diese Aufgabe auch umset-
zen können.6 How to deal with the pronominal

6The state and the politicians set the framework condi-
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Figure 3: Automatic dependency graph comparison of two annotations of the same sentence within the gold
standard view in DEPENDENCYANNOTATOR. The example show a typical cause for disagreement, namely the
often difficult to substantiate distinction between clausal objects (OC) and predicatives or statal passives (PD).

adverb (dafür) and its co-referential resolution
(dass ‘that’ clause) in UD? The problem is that the
syntactic position from the main verb is already
occupied by the pronominal adverb before the
clause can be attached. The UD guidelines do
not seem to cover these examples, so we issued a
corresponding poll on UD (https://github.
com/UniversalDependencies/docs/
issues/840). We decided to annotate pronom-
inal adverbs and the clausal constituents they
stand for in terms of OBL–ADVCL structures such
that the proform becomes an oblique argument of
the verb and governs a clause modifier. Note that
such problems do not arise in Tiger2Dep because
this scheme provides a repeated element relation
(RE).

• How to deal with the difference between halten
‘to hold’ and “halten . . . für” ‘to deem/think
sb./sth.’? Following examples in UD_German-
HDT@2.9 from Grew (e.g., the two first examples
from this search: http://match.grew.fr/
?corpus=UD_German-HDT@2.9&custom=
61dc7560210b5), we opted for an annotation
involving XCOMP or OBJ and CASE.7 That is, in
the German phrase ich halte es für unmöglich
(dass) . . . ‘I think it is impossible (that) . . . ’ the
adjective unmöglich ‘impossible’ becomes the

tions so that the trade unions and the employers’ associations
can also implement this task. The example is taken from the
parliamentary corpus.

7We thank Kim Gerdes for pointing out these examples.

XCOMP of the head halten (which, in this reading,
does not have a verbal translation into English).
In case of a nominal argument as in für Aufwand
halten ‘think it is an effort’, Aufwand ‘effort’
becomes the OBJ (but not the OBL) of the head
halten. In both cases the preposition für is the
CASE dependent of XCOMP respectively OBJ.

The general impression was that parsers perform worse
on longer sentences. Since German sentences (English
ones too, but to a lesser degree) of older time periods
tend to be longer than more recent ones – see Figure 4
for a mean sentence length plot for the English Hansard
and the German BIOfid sample – this also means that
parsers can make more errors on older texts. However,
this impression is statistically tested in the following
section and is not confirmed.

5. Evaluation: Dependencies over Tools
and Times

The “gold” dependency trees agreed upon in Sec-
tion 4.2 are used as a benchmark to assess and com-
pare various parsers and dependency schemes. The
consistency of gold-standard and dependency tool an-
notations have been assessed in terms of labeled and
unlabeled attachment scores (LAS and UAS, respec-
tively), sentence-wise and corpus-wise (i.e., per all doc-
uments contained by a given corpus) (Kübler et al.,
2009, chap. 6). Nine dependency parsing models were
trained for the comparison, three (biaffine, crf and
crf2o) for three different dependency label schemes
used by the gold-standards. For training, the follow-

https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/issues/840
https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/issues/840
https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/issues/840
http://match.grew.fr/?corpus=UD_German-HDT@2.9&custom=61dc7560210b5
http://match.grew.fr/?corpus=UD_German-HDT@2.9&custom=61dc7560210b5
http://match.grew.fr/?corpus=UD_German-HDT@2.9&custom=61dc7560210b5
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Figure 4: Mean sentence length (tokens, including
punctuation) for the Hansard and BIOfid gold standard
samples.

ing three treebanks were used: The German TIGER
Corpus (Brants et al., 2002), the UD-German-GSD
treebank https://universaldependencies.
org/treebanks/de_gsd/index.html, and the
UD-English-GUM treebank (Zeldes, 2017). Since
gold annotation ignores punctuation, edges with label
PUNCT are also ignored in calculating LAS and UAS.
The results are collected in Table 5 (‘macro’ is the
sentence-based average, ‘doc’ the average drawn over
the temporal sub-documents of the data sets). With at-
tachment score values around 80% to 90%, the depen-
dency parsers perform reasonably well. The Tider2Dep
scores are slightly higher than the corresponding UD
scores. This is presumably due to the fact that UD is
more expressive (TIGER, for instance, covers many ex-
pressions by means of noun kernel and modifier edges).
But is there a difference in performance assessed in
terms of attachment scores over time? To answer this
question, the texts from DoTT have been partitioned
into an older and a newer half.8 The mean values of
the document-wise LAS and UAS scores for both parti-
tions are shown in Table 6, indicating that dependency
tools indeed achieve better annotation results on the
newer text partitions than on the older ones. The LAS
macro scores of both partitions have been compared
using a Student t-test (provided by R’s (R Core Team,
2022) rstatix package (Kassambara, 2021), data prepa-
ration has been carried out by means of the tidyverse
package collection (Wickham et al., 2019)), exempli-
fied by the biaffine model and Stanford UD. Parsers per-

8The bucket files from the German parliamentary debates
– see Table 3 – have been omitted since they lack a clear time
allocation.

model LAS LAS UAS UAS
doc macro doc macro

biofid
biaffine tiger 85.36 83.64 88.61 87.02
crf tiger 83.52 81.56 86.95 85.35
cfr2o tiger 83.28 80.98 86.73 84.84

parliamentary ud
biaffine gsd 82.89 83.67 90.51 91.42
crf gsd 83.54 84.19 90.61 91.49
crf2o gsd 83.78 84.24 90.83 91.39
Stanford UD 85.33 86.67 90.93 92.08

parliamentary tiger
biaffine tiger 88.54 88.38 91.16 91.13
crf tiger 87.57 87.66 90.46 90.78
crf2o tiger 87.13 87.15 89.94 90.14

hansard
biaffine gum 85.93 86.45 89.59 89.25
crf gum 85.40 85.54 88.94 88.24
crf2o gum 85.04 85.47 88.75 88.98
Stanford UD 86.76 88.06 87.70 90.91

Table 5: Attachment scores for parsers/models on gold
standard, ignoring punctuation. LAS and UAS are the
labeled respectively unlabeled attachment score, aver-
aged in two ways: sentence-wise (macro), and sub-
document-wise (doc).

Model UAS old / new LAS old / new

biaffine_dep_de_tiger 88.64 / 91.03 85.79 / 88.12
crf_dep_de_tiger 87.17 / 89.36 83.91 / 86.09
crf2o_dep_de_tiger 86.64 / 89.35 83.75 / 86.13
biaffine_dep_en_gum 88.64 / 91.26 85.32 / 87.01
crf_dep_en_gum 88.54 / 89.64 85.46 / 85.29
crf2o_dep_en_gum 88.21 / 89.71 84.82 / 85.43
biaffine_dep_de_gsd 89.18 / 89.68 79.47 / 83.13
crf_dep_de_gsd 88.46 / 89.81 79.35 / 83.66
crf2o_dep_de_gsd 88.66 / 90.49 80.68 / 83.93
Stanford UD 89.53 / 90.67 86.03 / 86.86

average 88.78 / 90.36 84.60 / 86.14

Table 6: Attachment scores for older and newer text
partitions on document level. The different sub-models
are due to the two languages of the corpus sample (Ger-
man and English).

form about two percentage points better on newer texts,
but this difference does not turn out to be statistically
significant at a 5% error level (t-test; the combined data
are significant on a 10% error level, however). Details
are given in Table 8 in the appendix.

6. Discussion
There is an expectation that dependency parsers per-
form worse on older texts – see Section 1. In line with
this expectation, we found that dependency parsers in-
deed perform worse on older texts, but only to a degree

https://universaldependencies.org/treebanks/de_gsd/index.html
https://universaldependencies.org/treebanks/de_gsd/index.html
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that is not statistically significant. Given that the data
underlying DoTT is comparatively small and from a re-
stricted temporal period, the observed effect may turn
significant on a larger and older dataset, of course.
This finding confirms that dependency parser can rea-
sonably be applied to heterogeneous, diachronic cor-
pora. However, it creates a conundrum in particular
for dependency-based language change studies: Are de-
pendency parsers insensitive to syntactic change in the
end? Let us discuss some examples.
One reason for the unexpected outcome might be that
older texts differ from newer ones stylistically, but not
syntactically. Consider the rather random example in
(2). While its wording suggests that the sentence has
been produced in earlier times, there is – perhaps ex-
cept for the salutation supplement – nothing suspicious
dependency-wise.

(2) These, my lord, are a few of the leading particu-
lars of the meetings which I attended. (Hansard
corpus, 1840)

It is therefore possible, that the sentences within DoTT
do not exhibit phenomena of proper syntactic change
to a noteworthy extent. Indeed, the covered diachronic
span considered in Section 2 may still be too short.
DoTT covers about 200 years. Syntactic change, how-
ever, often takes several hundred years to develop (Mair
and Leech, 2020). For instance, Middle English (up to
around 1550) allowed for postverbal placement of ad-
verbials, as in (3a), which is not licensed in Modern En-
glish anymore (Kroch, 1989), which requires the word
order shown in (3b).

(3) a. Quene Ester looked never with swich an eye.
(Chaucer, Merchant’s Tale, line 1744, from
the end of 14th century, cited in Kroch 1989,
p. 226)

b. Quene Ester never looked with swich an eye.

The corresponding syntactic change initiated more than
500 years ago, a time span which is not covered by
any of the DoTT resources. Accordingly, we expect
dependency parsers to struggle with (3a) and detect a
changed syntactic pattern. This is, however, not the
case: Both adverbial placements (i.e., looked never and
never looked) are mapped onto equivalent dependency
trees by dependency parsers (tested with spaCy and bi-
affine). Parsers struggle with the now obsolete form
“swich”, a precursor of today’s adjective such, however,
which is recognized as the head noun within a propo-
sitional object. So, even syntactic change which hap-
pened between language levels not covered in our tree-
bank need not pose a problem for dependency parsers,
adding to the transferability of modern parsers to older
texts.9

9Kroch (1989) explains the syntactic change by the loss
of verb-to-infl movement in generative grammar.

As a less clear example, consider sentence final NPs in
Old High German: NP complements appeared in the
postfield, which is not possible in current German any
more, as in (4), taken from Meibauer et al. (2015, 318):

(4) dhazs
dass
that

ir
er
he

chihoric
gehorsam
obedient

uuari
war
was

gote
Gott
God

“dass er gehorsam war gegenüber Gott” / that he
was obedient to God

The free gloss in the last line shows the clause in cur-
rent German, where the NP complement has to be em-
bedded in a right dislocated PP construction. The free
gloss is correctly parsed by modern dependency parsers
(tested with spaCy).10 Modern parsers, however, strug-
gle with the Old High German form, but simply for
spelling reasons (e.g., chihoric uuari is recognized as
a named entity). If we use the old syntactic pattern, but
in modern spelling (i.e., dass er gehorsam war Gott
‘that he obedient was God’), the clause is parsed, but
both the adjective gehorsam and the noun Gott are an-
notated as predicatives of the main verb. Thus, the func-
tional relation of the noun – which is the subject of syn-
tactic change in the first place – is lost. Accordingly,
diachronic dependency parsing might detect a quanti-
tative difference in arc labelling in such constructions;
but since the difference rests on an unrecognized pars-
ing error for Old High German texts, it is questionable
whether this counts as evidence for syntactic change –
regardless the antecedent problem that modern parsers
simply cannot handle Old High German spelling.
Furthermore, some instances of historical variation doc-
umented in previous research11 pertain to an extension
of allowable syntactic pattern over time. For example,
using the adverb hopefully in sentence initial position,
as shown in (5), is a rather recent phenomenon.

(5) Hopefully, pointless controversies . . . are dying
down. (Shapiro, 1998, p. 294)

A parser which is trained on modern data that con-
tain sentence initial as well as mid-sentence hopefully
has no problem to annotate older texts, which are (qua
syntactic change hypothesis) devoid of sentence initial
uses.
Hence, while there is the expectation that considering
yet older texts presumably also increases a temporal in-
fluence on dependency annotation performance of cur-
rent tools, the above-given examples provide reason to
assume the opposite. From this point of view, the quan-
titative analysis of syntactic change in terms of depen-
dency distance, as studied, for instance, by Juzek et al.

10The adjective gehorsam ‘obedient’ predicates of the verb,
the modifier phrase gegenüber Gott ‘to God’ is attached to the
finite verb war ‘was’.

11See, e.g., https://www.english-corpora.
org/variation.asp

https://www.english-corpora.org/variation.asp
https://www.english-corpora.org/variation.asp
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(2020), is feasible (but still needs to be evaluated with
respect to observable (here non-significant) differences
between historical and contemporary data using much
larger corpora). Given that dependency parsers fail
to detect some attested instances of language change,
as exemplified above, the DoTT evaluation raises the
question of what kind of language change is covered
by such methods at all. Taking older texts into consid-
erations raises a couple of linguistic and in particular
technical issues of other kinds, however, ranging from
form variants to the recognition of non-standardized
typescripts (Tauber, 2019; Krielke et al., 2022).
Turning to manual annotation, Tables 4 and 5 (ap-
pendix) reveal that annotation from scratch and anno-
tation by correction bring about different results. Since
the agreement (assessed in terms of LAS/UAS mi-
cro/macro) of annotation from scratch with the gold
standard is, with values ranging from 0.78 to 0.85 (Ta-
ble 4), lower than that of the dependency tools (0.8
to 0.92, see Table 5), there is a preference of follow-
ing a given pre-annotation. Since it is known that the
correction of automatic pre-annotation leads to higher
consistency (Mikulová et al., 2022), the converse argu-
ment then would be that part of the lower agreement
of annotation from scratch to the gold standard is due
to greater variability in annotating the same phenom-
ena. Another factor is that dependency schemes are
collections of examples and heuristics, so that there is
some leeway in application. Annotators who correct
pre-annotations likely follow a “principle of charity”:
they do not correct instances that are not clearly wrong
(see also the examples given as part of the discussion
in Section 4.4). Hence, a gold standard derived from
pre-annotations is quite consistent but is a “perspectival
gold standard” seen from the point of view of the pars-
ing tools used to bring about the pre-annotation. A way
to assess the leeway of dependency schemes could be to
compare dependency tags to parses of grammar-based
parsers (e.g., Müller 2007; at least for those instances
which are covered by lexicon and grammar rules of the
grammar).12

7. Conclusion
We presented DoTT, a collection of gold-standard tree-
bank of manually corrected dependency annotations for
German and English texts from different time spans.

12Some readers may wonder about the term “grammar-
based parsers”. The reason is that in linguistics a grammar is
a formal generative or declarative system that aims at gram-
maticality and grammatical analyses. Parsing is the process
of assigning a syntactic structure to an input string accord-
ing to such a grammar. Dependency arc labels, in contrast,
usually come as “syntactic analysis schemes” (de Marneffe
and Nivre, 2019). Parsing, therefore, becomes an annotation
process where a dependency graph is assigned to an input sen-
tence (Kübler et al., 2009). Hence, such dependency parsers
are not parsers in the linguistic, grammar-theoretical sense,
but linguistic grammars seems to be required to analyze some
sorts of language change, as above exemplified.

DoTT has been used to evaluate a couple of depen-
dency parsers. With an average LAS (sentence) of
85.29, parsers show to work quite reliable, compara-
ble in sheer number to human annotation from scratch.
Dependency parsers, however, tend to perform slightly
worse on older texts, although not to a statistically sig-
nificant degree. We hypothesize that this is due to the
fact that older texts tend to contain longer sentences,
which are more difficult to parse than shorter ones. In
any case, we take our evaluation as evidence, that de-
pendency parsing works well on “usual in the trade” di-
achronic corpora, at least for corpora containing texts
from the time period covered by DoTT. Accordingly,
dependency-based analyses on resources containing
older texts are feasible, although raising questions on
their role for syntactic change studies (in contrast to de-
pendency length quantification).
We also briefly presented extensions of the DE-
PENDENCYANNOTATOR, which facilitate the gold
standard annotation by means of visual dependency
graph comparison and allows for a fine-grained mark-
ing of annotation samples as being “good” or ex-
hibiting some sort of issue. That said, DoTT
(https://github.com/texttechnologylab/DoTT) provides
a benchmark for assessing dependency parsers using
the UD or the Tiger2Dep dependency relations.
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parliamentary tiger
file a1 machine a1 machine end a2 machine a2 machine end iaa iaa end both machine both machine end
1895 0.943 0.943 0.833 0.833 0.820 0.814 0.877 0.876
1918 0.927 0.927 0.878 0.878 0.876 0.872 0.908 0.907
1933 0.984 0.984 0.933 0.933 0.926 0.926 0.948 0.948
1942 0.955 0.955 0.917 0.917 0.910 0.901 0.928 0.928
bucket1 0.958 0.958 0.933 0.933 0.928 0.926 0.945 0.944
bucket5 0.967 0.967 0.947 0.947 0.932 0.932 0.953 0.952
bucket10 0.925 0.925 0.900 0.900 0.883 0.878 0.921 0.921
bucket15 0.955 0.955 0.893 0.893 0.887 0.874 0.913 0.913
bucket19 0.964 0.964 0.911 0.911 0.907 0.903 0.934 0.934
parliamentary ud
file a1 machine a1 machine end a2 machine a2 machine end iaa iaa end both machine both machine end
1895 0.971 0.971 0.923 0.923 0.919 0.919 0.944 0.944
1918 0.980 0.980 0.933 0.933 0.923 0.923 0.949 0.948
1933 0.956 0.956 0.947 0.947 0.933 0.933 0.955 0.955
1942 0.966 0.966 0.928 0.928 0.917 0.917 0.942 0.942
bucket1 0.971 0.971 0.962 0.962 0.952 0.950 0.965 0.965
bucket5 0.969 0.969 0.947 0.947 0.943 0.941 0.960 0.960
bucket10 0.949 0.949 0.957 0.957 0.938 0.938 0.957 0.957
bucket15 0.977 0.977 0.945 0.945 0.945 0.943 0.962 0.962
bucket19 0.985 0.985 0.951 0.951 0.951 0.951 0.966 0.966
hansard
file a1 machine a1 machine end a2 machine a2 machine end iaa iaa end both machine both machine end
1803 0.988 0.988 0.950 0.950 0.941 0.941 0.960 0.960
1820 0.970 0.970 0.990 0.990 0.966 0.966 0.975 0.975
1840 0.996 0.996 0.978 0.978 0.974 0.974 0.983 0.983
1860 0.985 0.985 0.972 0.972 0.964 0.964 0.976 0.976
1880 0.994 0.994 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.994 0.994
1900 0.983 0.983 0.965 0.965 0.962 0.959 0.971 0.971
1920 0.986 0.986 0.949 0.949 0.943 0.943 0.962 0.962
1940 0.995 0.995 0.975 0.975 0.975 0.975 0.983 0.983
1960 1.000 1.000 0.989 0.989 0.989 0.989 0.993 0.993
1980 0.980 0.980 0.988 0.988 0.980 0.980 0.984 0.984
2000 0.978 0.978 0.942 0.942 0.942 0.942 0.958 0.958
biofid
file a1 machine a1 machine end a2 machine a2 machine end iaa iaa end both machine both machine end
pre 1890 A 0.895 0.895 0.890 0.890 0.870 0.859 0.898 0.897
pre 1890 B 0.949 0.949 0.949 0.949 0.949 0.949 0.957 0.957
1890–1920 A 0.885 0.885 0.830 0.830 0.813 0.806 0.861 0.860
1890–1920 B 0.920 0.920 0.883 0.883 0.871 0.862 0.899 0.899
1920–1930 A 0.926 0.926 0.930 0.930 0.912 0.901 0.928 0.927
1920–1930 B 0.939 0.939 0.932 0.932 0.919 0.911 0.934 0.933
1930–1950 A 0.939 0.939 0.932 0.932 0.919 0.911 0.934 0.933
1930–1950 B 0.923 0.923 0.886 0.886 0.874 0.866 0.908 0.908
since 1950 A 0.953 0.953 0.940 0.940 0.938 0.936 0.949 0.949
since 1950 B 0.952 0.952 0.939 0.939 0.925 0.923 0.945 0.945

Table 7: Detailed agreement values for two annotators’, a1 and a2, manual corrections of dependency annotations.
Numbers are Krippendorff’s alpha scores, and are assessed by ignoring the target node of a dependency edge or
counting it in (“end”).

data set part year mean new sd new mean old sd old stat df p

BIOfid 1930 88.800 3.180 84.500 3.660 1.930 8 0.090
DEUparl UD 1933 85.900 2.230 82.500 4.310 1.390 6 0.214
Hansard 1920 88.400 5.860 86.900 4.350 0.687 20 0.500
DEUparl Tiger 1933 88.700 2.750 88.200 1.990 0.210 2 0.853
Combined data sets 88.000 4.310 85.700 4.260 1.680 42 0.100

Table 8: Details of t-tests comparing parser performance on older and newer partitions of the data sets (Section 4).
The partitioning year is given in column “part year”.
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